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Abstract 
Choudum, S.A., On forcibly connected graphic sequences, Discrete Mathematics 96 (1991) 
175-W. 
A few sufficient conditions for a graphic sequence to be forcibly connected are obtained. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout the paper we consider finite graphs without loops or multiple edges 
and XX&, d2,. . . , dP denotes a non-increasing sequence of nonnegative integers. 
For general terminology and notation we refer to Berge [ 11. Let n : d, 2 d2 3 
. . 
l 2 dP be a graphic sequence and let p be a graph-theoretic property. Following 
Nash-Williams 151, we call n potenlialfy p if there is a realization of .Z with 
property p, and call JG forcibly p if every realization of n has property p. For an 
excellent survey on potentially p and forcibly p graphic sequences we refer to Rao 
[6]. An important and long unsolved problem is the characterization of forcibly 
hamiltonian graphic sequences. Clearly, every forcibly hamiltonian graphic 
sequence is forcibly connected, indeed 2-connected; and surprisingly, there is no 
characterization of forcibly connected graphic sequences too in the literature. 
There do exist characterizations of potentially n-connected graphic sequences and 
potentially hamiltonian graphic sequences (see [6]). 
In this paper we obtain a few sufficient conditions for a graphic sequence to be 
forcibly connected by using a well-known theorem of P. Erdijs and T. Gallai 
which characterizes graphic sequences. 
Among a few sufficient conditions that are known, the following due to Bondy 
[3], is the strongest monotonic sufficient condition (see Boesh [2]). 
Theorem A (Bondy). Let n a 1 be an integer. Then a graphic sequence JE : d, 3 
d,+ l - 2 d,, is forcibly n-connected if 
d+p-k+n, forevery k,kad,,+2. Cl) 
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At the outset observe that the problem of characterizing forcibly connected 
graphic sequences is equivalent to the problem of characterizing potentially 
disconnected graphic sequences. It is an easy observation that a graphic sequence 
n is potentially disconnected if and only if x has a partition into graphic 
subsequences 
jdl:dil~di,~‘.*~d. I, and 1r2 : dj, 2 dj2 2 l 9 l 3 dj”m 
In this paper we develop this observation to identify the sets {ii, i2, . . . , i,} and 
{il, j2, - . . , jn} in a few cases. Ultimately, if one identities these sets completely, 
then one has a characterization of potentially disconnected graphic sequences. 
Throughout the paper, we follow the usual convention that the sum Cr=, (= l l ) 
isOifn<m. 
2. Edis-GaUai sequences 
The following theorem of P. Erdk and T. Gallai characterizes graphic 
sequences (see [ 1, p. 115, Theorem 61). 
Theorem B (Erd& and Gallai). it is graphic if and only if 
and 
idi iseven; 
i=l 
(2) 
idisk(k-I)+ 5 min(k, dj), for k = I, 2, . . . , p. (3) 
i=l j=k+l 
We shall call n an EG-sequence or say that n is EG if it satisfies the condition 
(3). 
We now observe the following lemmas for later use. 
Lemma 1. If JG : d, 3 d2 d l 9 l 2 dP is a sequence such that 
k-l 
C di 6 (k - l)(k - 2) + f: min(k - 1, dj) and dk d k - 1, 
i=l j=k 
idisk(k-I)+ 2 min(k, dj). 
i=l j=k+l 
roof. Since this lemma is implicit in [4-$71 and is easy to prove, we omit the 
proof. Cl 
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Le a2. Letn::dl%@=*. 2 dp be an EG-sequence. L.el d be an itzteger such 
that dk+ 2 d 2 dk. Then 
nl:dl~-~~zdk_l~dad,~o~. 2 dp is an EG-sequence if d s k - 1, 
(4) 
Proof. (4) is a direct consequence of Lemma 1. So, we prove (5) only. First let 
2 6 r < k - 1. Since JG is EG and since min(r - 1, d,) = min(r - 1, d) = r - 1, we 
obtain 
2 di s 2 di s (r - l)(r - 2) + 5 min(r - 1, di) 
i=l j=r 
= (r - l)(r - 2) + 2 min(r - 1, di) + min(r - 1, d). 
j=r+l 
Next, let k - 1 s r s p. Then 
‘2’ di+ d + i di s i di < r(r - 1) + 2 min(r, dj). 
i=2 i=k i=l j=r+l 
So, 3r2 is an EG-sequence. Cl 
3. Forcibly connected graphic sequences 
If G = (V, E) and H = (W, F) are two graphs with V n W = @, then let G U H 
denote the disconnected graph (V U W, E U F) and G + H denote the graph 
(V u W, E U F U {(u, v): u E V, v E W}). 
If a graphic sequence n is potentially disconnected, then it can be partitioned 
into two graphic subsequences but there need not be a k such that dl, d2, . . . , dk 
and dk+l, dk+z, . . . , dp are EG; consider for example the degree sequence of the 
disconnected graph K 2m+l U (K2m_2) + (K, U&). The existence of such a k 
would have given us a nice characterization of potentially disconnected graphic 
sequences. Yowever, in the following, given a graphic sequence 3t, we first seek 
the minimum k such that d,, d2, . _ . , dk is EG and then search for a graphic 
subsequence of &+I, dk+2, . . . j dr. With this in view we define two parameters 
O(JC) and c(z) ( or simpiy w and cu) as follows. 
For each k, 1 d k up, let k (0 < k 6~) be the least number such that 
5 diSk(k-I)+ $ min(k, dj). 
i=l j=k+l 
Define o(n) = max(k: 1 s k up} and &r) = min{k: k = o(z)}. These two 
parameters play crucial role in our sufficient conditions. It is immediate that 
i=d,+l and that by notation &=w, For ka&+l, Cf=,d,~kd+k(k-I), 
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and so k = 0. We thus have o(n) = max{k: 1 s k s d,} and @r) < dl. It is also 
clear that for every k either k = 0 or k 2 k + 1. 
Theorem 1. If xd12d2>-=-3dp is a graphic sequence such that some 
subsequence nl: di, 2 di, 3 l l l 3 di,,, where { il, i2, . . .,i,>c(o+l,..., p), is 
graphic, then n is potentially disconnected. 
Proof. Let (o + 1, . . . , p} - {iI, iz, . . . , i,} = (il, j2, . . . , in}. By the definition 
of o, we have 
idisk(k-1)+ 2 min(k, d,), for k = 1, 2, . . . , o. 
i=l k+l 
Hence, the sequence dl , da, . . . , d, is EG; in particular dl s w - 1. And so for 
every jai, we have dj<d,<o - 1. Hence by Lemma 1, the sequence 
JGo:dI, dZ, . . . , do, dj,, . . . , din is EG. Moreover, since 3t and 3tl are graphic, 
~ dk + ~ dj~ = ~ di - ~ di, 
k=l k=l i=l k=l 
is even. 
So, by the Erdbs-Gallai theorem, 3to is graphic. But then if Go and Gi are 
realizations of x0 and ~ti respectively, then Go U G1 is a disconnected realization 
of Jr. 0 
Remark. The following example, due to Reid (personal communication), shows 
that the converse of Theorem 1 is false. 
Let p = 4m f 3, where m 3 2 is an integer. Let n : d, , . . . , dP be the sequence 
where 
lsk<2m-2; 
2m-l<k<4m+2; 
2m-2, k=4m+3. 
For this graphic sequence n it is easily verified that (I)(X) = 2m + 2 and that there 
is no subsequence di,, diz, . . . , dim (where {iI, i2, . . . , i,} E (W + 1, . . . , p}) 
which is graphic. However, kirn + 1 U ( Kzm _2 f (K, U IQ) is a disconnected 
realization of 7r. 
Theorem 2. A graphic sequence .7t : d, b d2 2 - - l 2 d,, is forcibly connected if 
d, >p -d, - 1, (7) 
and 
do, ap - 0; (8) 
there is no S(*U + 1) such that d,s 2 d,,, 2 l l l 3 dp is EG. (9 
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roof. Suppose that JG has a disconnected realization, say G on the vertex set 
( v,, 212, l l l P up} where deg(vi) = dip 1 s i sp. Let C be the component of G 
containing the vertex vl. Let D = G - V(C). Since IV(D)( up -d, - 1, V(C) 2 
{ VI, v2,e l l ? v,} by (7). We claim that IV(C)1 50. For, otherwise V(C) = 
{ VI, V2, . l l 9 Va, Vi,, l l l 9 vi,} where LY + t G o - 1. And we take the notation to 
be such that d, 2 di, 3 l l l 3 di,. Since C is a graph, 
2 di s LY((Y - 1) + i min(a, d,) 
i=l j=l 
<@?l)+ Ug1 min(a, di) 
j=a+l 
(since di, s da+j, for i = 1,2, . . . , t and t s w - 1 - a). This calculation shows 
that iir s w - 1. But this contradicts our earlier observation that & = cr). So, our 
claim holds. Hence, IV(D)1 up - cr). But then by (8), V(C) 2 (Vi, v2, . . . , v,>. 
Let m and n be respectively the smallest and the largest integers such that 
V,, ?I, E V(D). Let (dm =)dj, 3. l l 3 dj,( = d,) be the degree sequence of D. By 
Lemma 1, the sequence nl:dj,~dj2~==*~dj,~d,+l~*.*~dp is EG. If j2> 
m + 1, then by Lemma 2, either the sequence dj, 2 d,+l 2 djz 2 l l - 2 d,+l 3 
‘ . . > dP is EG or the sequence d,+l 2 djz 2 l - l 2 d,+l 2 l l - 2 d,, is EG. SO, by 
repeated application of Lemma 2, for some s ai, = m, we obtain a sequence 
~3:dS~dS+,~~.~~dP-l~ =- dP which is EG. Moreover, since m 2 cr) + 1, we have 
s 2 o + 1. But then the existence of JG~ is a contradiction to (9). q 
The following corollary characterizes a class of potentially disconnected graphic 
sequences. 
CoroUary I. Let xd, >d2a l - - > dP be a graphic sequence such that 
d,*p -dl - 1; 
dWap-o. 
Then n is potentially disconnected if and only if 
there is s 2 CI) + 1 such that the subsequence 
d,-‘d,+,+ l l Z- dP is graphic. 
(13) 
Proof. A simple consequence of Theorems 1 and 2. Cl 
Corollary 2. A graphic sequence x : d, b d2 3 l l l 2 d,, is forcibly connected if
d,ap-d,-1; (14) 
dk~p-k+l, fork=w+l,...,p. (19 
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f. Clearly, (15) implies that d, ap - o. 
s 3 o + 1 such that the sequence d, b dS+l 3 l l 
dscl(l-l)+ 2 min(l,dj)sp-s. 
j=s+l 
Next we assert that there is no 
3 dP is EG. For otherwise, . 
On the other hand, since s 2 o + 1, by (15) we have d, 2 p - s + l-a contradic- 
tion. Thus (15) implies (8) and (9) and so the Corollary follows by Theorem 
2. cl 
Corollary 3 (case rr = 1 of Theorem A). A graphic sequence n : dI 3 l l l 2 dP is 
forcibly connected if
d&ap-k+l, fork=d,+2,d,+3 ,... ,p. (16) 
Proof. Sincecusd,, wehaved,~dd,+2~p-(dl+2)+1=p-d,-1;andsoIc 
satisfies (14). Next, since cr) 2 i = dl + 1, n also satisfies (15). Cl 
Remark. it : (p - 4)p-‘, (p - 6)*, 23 is a graphic sequence which satisfies (14) and 
(15) but not (16). So, Corollary 2 is stronger than Corollary 3. 
Theorem 3. A graphic sequence z : dl 3 l l l 2 dP such that 
d+p-k+l, for k=w+l,...,p 
if forcibly connected if it sattijies any one of the following conditions. 
2 min(r, dj) s 2(r - l), for some r with r’ = o; 
j=o 
pa2w. 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
Proof. Suppose that x satisfies (17) and (18). Let G be an arbitrary realization of 
z on the vertices ul, 21*, . . . , up such that deg(vi) = dip for i = 1,2, . . . , p. Let H 
be the induced subgraph of G induced on the vertices vl, v2, . . . , v,. We first 
show that IE(H)I a (’ 2 ‘) + 1, so that H is connected. By our choice of r, we have 
2 di > r(r - 1) + m%l min(r, di). 
i=l j=r+l 
Therefore, 
2 IE(H)I 2 i di - I((vi.Vi)EE(G): l<i<r<jsp}( 
i=l 
r 
2 c di - 2 min(r, dj) 
i=l j=r+l 
> r(r - 1) - 2 min(r, dj) (by (20)) 
j=w 
3 r(r - 1) - 2(r - 1) 
So, lE(H)I > (‘; I), as required. 
(by (18)). 
(20) 
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Now assume that G is disconnected. Let C be the component in G containing 
the vertex q . Let D = G - V(C). Since the subgraph induced on the vertices 
Ul, ‘v2, l 8 l 9 IJ, is connected in 6, V(C) a{ vt, u2, . . . , v,}. Since cy s r and 
d, a:p - co, it follows (as in Theorem 2) that V(C) 2 {q, u2, . . . , vu}. Let 
m(aw + 1) be the least integer such that V, E V(D); so IDI up -m + 1. But 
then & = deg&,) = degD(v,) sp - m, a contradiction to (17). 
That JC is forcibly connected if it satisfies (17) and (19) follows on similar 
lines. Cl 
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